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System design and implementation

Motivation and background
 Scientific literatures consist of huge amounts of valuable objects
(e.g. Figures Tables, and Algorithms etc. as well as relationships
among them.) which are crucial for fine-grained search and deeplevel information explore in many academic search systems.

There are two basic kinds of Human Intelligence Tasks (HITs):
 Identifying tasks: asking workers to identify the knowledge cells
from those PDF pages.
 Review tasks: asking workers to check the answers from other
workers for the sake of quality control.

System architecture
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Figure 1. several systems providing partial functions about fine-grained search.

 In our previous work, these information units within academic
literature are formally defined as Knowledge Cells[1-2].

Figure 4. the system architecture of Crowd-PANDA.

A Knowledge Cell is a meaningful information object within an academic
document. Each Knowledge Cell should have some attributes including an
identifier, paper identifier, type, name, content and key phrases, and so on.

System demonstration

Problem and method
 However, the most important prerequisite is correctly identifying and
extracting the Knowledge Cells and their relationships from huge
amount of documents.

Figure 2: Existing automatic computer algorithms can extremely hard to handle diverse
PDF documents that published in different years, conferences or journals with different
quality and layouts[2].

 As crowdsourcing has become a powerful paradigm for large scale
problem solving especially for those tasks that are difficult to
computers but easy to human, we make use of crowdsourcing to
identify and extract Knowledge Cells as well as their relevant key
information and relationships from huge amount of PDFs.
 Obviously, if all the documents are crowdsourced to anonymous
workers, the crowdsourcing cost will be extremely high. Therefore,
the natural alternative is to combine automatic algorithms with
crowdsourcing, which is proposed in our previous work[2].
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Figure 5. several screenshots of Crowd-PANDA

Conclusion and future work
 Our final objective is to identify and extract academic knowledge
using a hybrid framework integrating the accuracy of human
workers and the speed of algorithms. We have designed a webbased crowdsourcing module for Knowledge Cells extraction.
 In the future, we have a lot of works to do, for example,
 (1) Improving the feasibility of the crowdsourcing interfaces and
optimize the design of HITs.
 (2) Extending the system to identify and extract more types of
Knowledge Cells, as well as their references and key phrases, etc.
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Figure 3: A hybrid framework for knowledge discovery and acquisition from PDF documents.

 In this demo, we only focus on the crowdsourcing sub-module
for identifying and extracting Knowledge Cells.
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